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Dear colleague,
 
Thank you for  reviewing  this  catalogue. At  Cyber Group Studios, we have the privilege of 
working with the world’s most passionate and talented creators, artists and partners to bring distinct, 
memorable and diverse  entertainment to kids and families.

We hope you will enjoy browsing through these pages as much as we enjoyed creating and distributing 
these shows.
On behalf of all of us,

Pierre Sissmann
Chairman and CEO



NEW



2D CGI - 156x11’ or 78x26’ 



‣ A slot booster on Disney Junior: In the USA, Gigantosaurus    
over-performed with the channel’s average market share of kids   
viewers by +26% (source : Glance/Nielsen Media Research)

‣ Season 4 and movies in development

‣ Music video clips - 12 original songs       as seen on

‣ Based on a worldwide best-selling book written by Jonny Duddle 

‣ Winner of 2019 Pulcinella «Best TV Series» Award, the Common 
Sense Award, and the National Parenting Product Award

‣ 52 x 2’ edutainment shorts

‣ Winner of                 2021 - Best sold Animated Series

STATUS: COMPLETED

ROCKY, BILL, TINY and MAZU are four young dinosaurs growing up in the 
Cretaceous period. Life is always an adventure: new volcanoes are popping up 
all the time, long-necked brachiosauruses and enormous triceratopses roam 
free, meteor showers light up the night sky and… the fierce Gigantosaurus 
reigns over it all!

Available Languages
English, French, Arabic, Bahasa Indonesia, Brazilian, Danish, Dutch, Finnish, 
German, Greek, Hebrew, Hindi, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Mandarin, 
Mongolian, Norwegian, Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, Russian, Spanish 
Castilian, Spanish Latin American, Swedish, Taiwanese, Thaï, Turkish, 
Ukrainian, Vietnamese.

PRESCHOOL /////

© CYBER GROUP STUDIOS 

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/gigantosaurus/


CGI - 26x11’



STATUS: COMPLETED

‣ Real-Time Animation

‣ Strong musical and dance components

‣ Interactive, DIY activities in each episode

‣ Season 2 in production

I’m Lito, and if you’re a Gigantosaurus fan like me, then you’re at just the right 
place!

With my friends from Giganto Club– Roxy, PomPom, Noa, and Talya— you will 
discover lots of secrets about your favorite dinos, Rocky, Tiny, Bill, Mazu, and 
of course… Gigantosaurus!

We hope you love to dance, play, sing, and learn new facts about dinosaurs, 
because we do too!
Ready for many giganto-surprises? Join us at the Giganto Club!
See you soon, little dinos!

Available Languages
English, French, German, Italian, Spanish Latin American.

PRESCHOOL /////

© CYBER GROUP STUDIOS 

Savannah 11:11 p.m

Mazu

132 Likes

WELCOME TO GIGANTO CLUB!

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/giganto-club/


2D CGI - 52x13’ 



STATUS: COMPLETED

Available Languages 
English, Italian.

UPPER PRESCHOOL ////

‣ Fantastic mix of adventure, comedy and discovery

‣ A fun journey into History

‣ Winner of Pulcinella Award for «Best Pilot» at Cartoons On the Bay

‣ Teaches the value of friendship and curiosity

‣ Adapted from the children’s novels

© GRAPHILM ENTERTAINMENT - WHAOUH - CYBER GROUP STUDIOS

THE FIRST FEMALE SCRIBE OF ANCIENT EGYPT!

Nefertine is an eight-year-old girl who lives in ancient Egypt and is gifted with 
inexhaustible curiosity and courage. 
She aspires to be the first female scribe in the History of Egypt and is 
constantly recording her exciting life experiences in her papyrus-diary.
Nefertine occasionally gets herself into sticky situations, but luckily her 
trusted friend Piramses is always there to give her a hand. The two friends, 
accompanied by the cat Micerina, go on incredible adventures, from 
investigating mysterious mummies to discovering the secrets of the sphinx. 

Follow these adventures and more with Nefertine on the Nile!

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/nefertine-on-the-nile/


2D -  52x11’



‣ An original graphic universe created by members of Collective Steak

‣ Mixes superpowers and everyday life

‣ A super modern family

‣ Half powers, double the trouble!

‣ 100% comedy
 

Mo and Sam have inherited some powers from their great-great-great-
grandma who happened to have a fling with a superhero, many moons ago. 
But, being half-siblings, they’re going to have to share these powers down 
the middle. Upshot: these two “sorta superheroes” run half as fast, turn half 
invisible, and shoot threads half as far! 

No latex suits for these heroes, and no missions to save the world. Nope! 
All Mo and Sam have to do is make their daily lives as kids half-livable. A 
challenge even Superman probably wouldn’t want to face!

Available Languages 
English, French, Italian.

HALF BROTHER - HALF SISTER, HALF-POWERS!

STATUS: IN PRODUCTIONKIDS ///// 

© CYBER GROUP STUDIOS

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/50-50-heroes/


2D CGI - 52x22’ 



STATUS: S2 IN PRODUCTION

‣ A high-tech adventure in an eco-friendly world
  
‣ A series that emphasizes action and team spirit

‣ A slot booster on TF1

‣ More than 6 million viewers the first 3 months following its release

‣ Pictures a wide diversity of characters and settings.

In Terraqua, a world that is 95% covered in water, the eco-technology genius 
Wyatt Whale has organized the Whale Cup, a drone race competition to 
determine his future apprentice. 

Team Tiki, Corto, Mouse & Enki, is determined to win the competition: each 
race is set in a different location, and having the best pilot does not always 
mean having the best chance to win; the teams need to analyze the circuit 
and adapt to its natural environment, often using biomimicry. Team Tiki will 
pull out all the tricks and tenacity they have to compete against their fierce 
opponents.

But the Tikis are not only after glory; becoming Wyatt Whale’s new apprentices 
is also their only chance to access the newest eco-technology and find a way to 
prevent their island from sinking into the ocean. 

Available Languages 
English, French, German, Korean, Portuguese.

RACE TO SAVE THE PLANET!

KIDS /////  

© CYBER GROUP STUDIOS - SUPAMONKS - LA CHOUETTE CIE  

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/droners/


2D - 156x7’



STATUS: COMPLETED

‣ One of Boomerang’s Top 3 Best Performing Programs, along with 
«Tom & Jerry» and «Scooby-Doo»

‣ An original cartoon in the vein of «Looney Tunes» and «Tom & Jerry»

‣ Slapstick comedy with strong storylines

‣ Season 3 in development

© TURNER - CYBER GROUP STUDIOS.WITH THE PARTICIPATION OF FRANCE TÉLÉVISIONS

Welcome to The Muchmore Manor, home of the uber-rich Mrs. Muchmore and 
her beloved, red bow-wearing dog, Bentley. Together, they lead a luxurious 
and happy life - unlike the down-on-his-luck and trash-eating racoon Scraggs, 
who spends his days jealously gazing at the constant food deliveries coming 
in the Manor.

Eventually, a brilliant idea pops into his head: if he wore a little red bow around 
his neck too, he could pretend to be a cute little cat and live in the Manor.

And it works! Mrs. Muchmore adopts him and names him Taffy. But while 
being obsessed with her new kitty companion, her loyal dog Bentley watches 
over her. He will do everything he can to uncover the dirty raccoon, even if 
this challenge doesn’t come without a few scratches...

Available Languages 
English, French, German.

BOW-TIE OFF – RACCOON. BOW-TIE ON – CAT!

KIDS /////

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/taffy/


2D - 104x13’



STATUS: S2 IN PRODUCTION

‣ Based on a comic strip published in multiple children’s magazines 
worldwide
‣ 2 Million readers per months in

‣ A funny and lively sitcom focusing on children’s daily lives

‣ Having fun while learning from your mistake and become a 
responsible person.

Available Languages 
English, French.

KIDS /////

WATCH OUT— ZAK HAS ARRIVED!

Today, Zak decided to get out of the private math lessons his parents want 
him to take by inventing an imaginary teacher.
  
He also plans on:
- replacing the whole class’s tests with new ones that contain the right 
answers, to repair the injustice of a surprise test;
- having Princess, his adorable yet a bit clumsy dog, win a beauty contest to 
prove the Mafiolos twins wrong;
- and avoiding Jason’s teenage sister, who’s out for revenge after they read 
her journal!
 
Really, for every problem, Zak has a solution. With him, cars turn into 
Startruc Vessels and take off to Planet Mischief!

© LABEL ANIM

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/zak-jinks/


2D - 24x22’



STATUS: COMPLETED

‣ Based on a successful book series by Max Brallier

‣ A Netflix original

‣ Master toy 

‣ A video game by Outright Games

Available Language 
English.

KIDS /////

FOUR KIDS ARE FORCED TO SURVIVE ALONE IN A WORLD OF 
MONSTERS. THAT’S PRETTY MUCH THE PLOT OF A VIDEO GAME, 
RIGHT?!

It’s the Breakfast Club meets Zombieland in this hilarious, action-packed, 
coming-of-age story about 12-year-old Jack Sullivan and his best friends Quint, 
June, and Dirk surviving and thriving in a monster-and-zombie apocalypse. 

Jack is a gung-ho, optimistic, goofy, sarcastic comic book nerd who’s brave 
when he needs to be. But not inhumanly brave; just brave for a kid. He’s also 
an orphan: bounced all over the country, different homes, different families, 
before landing in the town of Wakefield. He was only there for a few months 
before it happened — the big IT: The Monster and Zombie Apocalypse.

His whole life, he wanted a family – and now he’s got one: a family of best 
buddies!

© ATOMIC CARTOONS INC.

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/the-last-kids-on-earth/


CGI - 40’



STATUS: COMPLETED

‣ The most-watched Italian animated movie on Rai’s Channels in 2021

‣ A film created with the support of  & Italian National Office 
Against Racial Discrimination

‣ A multi-award-winning film around the world

In an unknown time and place, a young boy named Fadi is forced to flee his 
war-torn home. Leaving his life and family behind, he must undertake the long
journey on his own, with nothing but a dream and a violin case.
Along the way, he and those who walk beside him will face many obstacles. 
Among his fellow travelers is Naïla, an optimistic, supportive, and fascinating
young girl. Together, to reach their new home, they will have to have courage,
friendship, and above all...hope.
Guided by the music and love that fills his heart, Fadi overcomes these 
barriers and breaks down the walls separating himself and his fellow 
travelers from their dream of a better life.

Available Language 
Italian.

THE DUTY OF EVERY CIVILIZATION IS TO GUARANTEE EVERY 
CHILD’S RIGHT TO A FUTURE.

KIDS & FAMILY ///// 

© GRAPHILM, RAI RAGAZZI.

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/the-case/


STATUS: COMPLETED //// 2D - 15’KIDS & FAMILY /////  

Our story takes place in Rome during the first festival of lights following the end 
of World War II. Hannah a young baker and pastry chef fighting to keep her family 
business alive despite of the difficult times they live in. In the Jewish ghetto, where 
you can feel the community’s hope for a better future, the bakery is a meeting 
place for everyone, especially for those living in the building above the bakery. 
So much that, when Hannah and the bakery are threatened by the cold-hearted 
and greedy Commander Antioco, all the building’s residents team up and stand 
together behind her.

To save her family’s legacy, and herself, Hannah will need courage, determination, 
and all the help she can get… even the smallest gesture could make a huge 
difference!

As Rabbi Zaccaria says, “The only way a miracle can save us…is to make it happen”.

THE ONLY WAY A MIRACLE CAN SAVE US… IS TO MAKE IT HAPPEN.

‣ One of the most popular TV shorts on the international animation 
festival circuit
  
‣ A story of courage and solidarity for the whole family

‣ Nominated for Best Animated Short Film 
at the Kidscreen Awards 2021

Available Language
Italian.

© GRAPHILM, RAI RAGAZZI.



PRESCHOOL



CGI - 156x11’ 



STATUS: COMPLETED

‣ A long-term brand adored by kids worldwide

‣ A multi-awarded and festival selected program

‣ 3 seasons available

‣ Available licensing opportunities

In a town inhabited by zebras, five-year-old Zou and his extended family live 
in a house right next door to his best friend, Elzee. He is an imaginative and 
inquisitive foal, and he’s now old enough to start becoming his own person 
(or rather, his own zebra)!

Each day brings a new sense of discovery, exploration and fun. And with the 
help of his family and friends, Zou learns all about the world he is growing up.

Follow Zou on a series of fun-filled escapades, scrapes and adventures!

Available Languages 
English, French, Arabic, Brazilian, Danish, Dutch, Finnish, Greek, Hindi, 
Korean, Mandarin, Norwegian, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish Castilian, 
Spanish Latin American, Swedish.

THE DAILY LIFE OF A ZEBRA FAMILY: CURIOSITY, LOVE 
AND IMAGINATION

PRESCHOOL //// 

© CYBER GROUP STUDIOS ; SCRAWL

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/zou/


2D - 78x7’



STATUS: COMPLETED

‣ Winner of Mip Junior Award in the category “Animated Series with 
   the Highest International Potential”

‣ An animated series that promotes diversity, friendship and teamwork

‣ An original creation 

© SOYUZMULTFILM, CYBER GROUP STUDIOS - DISTRIBUTION: CYBER GROUP STUDIOS  

SQUARED ZEBRA AND HER FRIENDS

Polly the striped zebra, Rodion the elephant, Gosha the crocodile, Yana the 
monkey, Pasha the ostrich and his little brother Petya the egg; happily live in 
a jungle on a faraway island, where every day is full of adventures (and the 
occasional arguments). 

With Squared Zebra by their side, the friends learn to appreciate the beauty of 
the world and to value individual traits in both others and themselves.

Available Languages 
English, Russian, Spanish Latin American.

PRESCHOOL /////

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/squared-zebra/


2D - 78x7’ 



STATUS: COMPLETED

‣ A series to challenge stereotypes

‣ A joyful way to develop kids’ curiosity and help them discover the world  
   around them

‣ An animated series about growing up, family and friendship

‣ An original creation

IT’S A MOO-COW FAMILY!

Orange Moo-Cow is a sweet animated comedy series for preschoolers 
about family, friendship and love. 

The series follows the daily life of Zoh, an energetic 6-year-old cow, and her 
little brother Boh, a sensitive and curious 4-year-old bull. Along with Mommy 
Cow, Father Bull and their young friends; Cathy the Cat, Grey the Wolf, and 
many others; Zoh and Boh fill their everyday life with fun. 

Follow them on their daily adventures as they try to find the answers to their 
many questions. A sweet and fun show for kids all around the world.

Available Languages 
English, Russian, Spanish Latin American.

PRESCHOOL //// 

© SOYUZMULTFILM, CYBER GROUP STUDIOS - DISTRIBUTION: CYBER GROUP STUDIOS  

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/orange-moo-cow/


2D - 52x7’ 



STATUS: COMPLETED

‣ Emmy award-winning scriptwriters from Winnie the Pooh, Strawberry 
Shortcake, Hello Kitty, Curious George, etc. 

‣ An animated series designed to encourage children to 
explore, make choices, learn from their mistakes and 
make necessary decisions

‣ A brand with books, plush toys and much more! 

Our hero, Purple Turtle, models ingenuity, perseverance, and critical thinking. 
Along with his friends Roxy the Chameleon, Zing the Rabbit, Melody the Bird 
& Tadley the Bear, he loves having fun and solving problems with his friends! 

They have a spot they call « Our Place » a clearing in the forest with a flower; 
rimmed pond fed by a waterfall. It is a natural playground with trees for 
climbing, chutes in the rocks for sliding, and paths for playing.

Purple Turtle and his friends love investigating all the wonders of Our Place, 
whether it’s a strange feather, a uniquely-shaped rock, or new type of plant.

Available Languages 
English, Spanish Latin American.

THE ADVENTURES OF PURPLE TURTLE CELEBRATE THE JOY OF 
CHILDHOOD 

PRESCHOOL //// 

© AADARSH / TELEGAEL / CYBER GROUP STUDIOS

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/purple-turtle/


CGI - 52x2’ + 78x7’ / 78x5’ / 2x26’ or 1x52’



STATUS: COMPLETED

‣ Winner of French Export Prize - Best Sold Animation Series

‣ A fun way to discover ecology

PRESCHOOL //// 

© ESTEBAN PRODUCTIONS - CYBER GROUP STUDIOS 

SAY HELLO TO THE OZIE BOOS!

“Save The Planet”* (78x5’): a soft and entertaining introduction to Ecology 
for the preschoolers, with the Ozie Boo Team and their friends, with an 
optimistic touch and high quality live-action segment about pollution, natural 
resources and climate, species in danger and protection of the planet.

Examples of themes: 
‣ Stop wasting water
‣ It’s important to recycle
‣ Forest Fires

Also available : 
“Learn to Live Together” * (52x2’ + 78x7’): a wonderous journey through the 
animal kingdom.

“Winter Adventures”* (2x26’ or 1x52’): the most magical time of the year.

Available Languages 
* English, French, Brazilian, German, Italian, Polish, Russian,  
   Slovenian, Spanish Castilian, Spanish Latin American, Turkish.
* English, French, Arabic, Italian.
* English, French, Italian, Spanish Latin American.

‣ What is clean energy?
‣ Save the Komodo...

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/ozie-boo-save-the-planet/
https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/ozie-boo-winter-adventures/
https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/ozie-boo-learn-to-live-together/


STATUS: COMPLETED //// CGI - 52x7’ 

Available Languages 
English, French, Arabic, Brazilian, Spanish Latin American.

PRESCHOOL //// 

‣ Pets and farm animals at the heart of the storytelling

‣ Nominated at Canadian Prize of Excellence

‣ Sold in +100 territories

‣ Available in HD

EXPERIENCE LIFE IN A FARM WITH MANON 
AND HER ANIMAL FRIENDS

Meet Manon, an independent, mischievous little dreamer who lives in a farm 
and shares funny and sweet adventures with all her friends. 
 
Filled with humor, the whimsical daily life of Manon appeals to the sensibility 
and imagination of young children from 2 to 6 years old and illustrates the joy 
of respecting and interacting with nature. 

© CYBER GROUP STUDIOS – PLANET NEMO ANIMATION – SARDINE PRODUCTIONS, EDITIONS MILAN

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/manon/


STATUS: COMPLETED //// CGI - 52x7’ 

Available Languages 
English, French.

PRESCHOOL //// 

‣ A fun and edutaining series

‣ Learning with riddles & games

JUMP INTO THIS INTERACTIVE EDUTAINMENT SERIES!

Timothy and Annabel are two playful rabbits who love having fun and sharing 
their adventures with children. They especially love puzzles! 
 
After they leap into a magic computer, Timothy and Annabel meet lots of new 
friends, collect clues, and travel through five Magic Lands looking for ways to 
solve the puzzles they’re faced with. 

Timothy and Annabel take us on a journey full of surprises and discoveries, 
with interactive moments and games. 

© CANAL J SAS - CYBER GROUP STUDIOS.

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/guess-what/


 STATUS: COMPLETED //// CGI - 52x11’ 

Available Languages 
English, Arabic.

PRESCHOOL //// 

‣ A combination of fun, laughter, and fantasy

‣ Stories that will make all kids smile!

THE BOUNCY, BREEZY, BALLOONY ADVENTURES 
OF THE BEST OF  FRIENDS! 

Come with us to a land where everything is made from balloons. It’s a silly, 
squeaky, helium-filled playground! Everything is inflatable here: the trees, the 
buildings… even the people! 

The series follows the exciting adventures of Balloopo and Paru, the orange-
haired balloon boy, in a big playground where gravity is defied, and no one 
ever gets hurt.

© POV DIGITAL, IP ANIMATION GROUP, EBS, SKB ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. DISTRIBUTION : CYBER GROUP STUDIOS

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/balloopo/


 STATUS: COMPLETED //// CGI - 78x7’ 

Available Languages 
English, Arabic.

PRESCHOOL //// 

MEET POM POM, A HERO WITH A VERY BIG HEART!

Pom Pom and his friends teach children how to observe, experiment, learn 
from mistakes and make creative decisions. 
 
Each episode invites children to participate as Pom Pom transforms himself 
into different shapes like helicopters, giraffes, or butterflies – not only 
encouraging interactivity, but also expanding a child’s vocabulary.
 
Pom Pom is a show that encourages kids to make exciting new discoveries 
and use creativity to solve problems!

© GIMC, CARLOON / ORIGINAL (WORK): DRAWING SKY PRODUCTION. DISTRIBUTION: CYBER GROUP STUDIOS.

‣ Written by Emmy Award laureate writer Carter Crocker

‣ A unique and smart series for toddlers

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/pom-pom-and-friends/


STATUS: COMPLETED //// CGI - 156x7’

Available Languages 
English, French.

PRESCHOOL //// 

‣ A multi-awarded and festival selected program with high-quality 
artistic designs

‣ 2 seasons available 

‣ Season 2 head-written by Emmy-award winning writers

FIRST STEREOSCOPIC HD SERIES FOR PRESCHOOLERS 

One rainy morning, two curious children find a small piece of cloud snagged 
on a twig. They take it to their mom and she bakes it into bread. When they 
eat it, they begin to float like clouds. 
 
This wonderful new series combines stories full of warmth and strong values 
with all the fantasy and whimsy of a child’s imagination. 
 
Based on the book written by Baek Hee-Na.

© GIMC, KBS, CARLOON, DPS, HANSOL. BASED ON THE ORIGINAL STORY «CLOUD BREAD», WRITTEN BY BEAK HEE-NA, KIM HYANG-SOO. 

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/cloud-bread/


STATUS: COMPLETED //// CGI - 39x11’

Available Languages 
English, French, Spanish Latin American.

PRESCHOOL //// 

‣ Based on the highly-awarded educative computer game “Mia”, adapted in 
17 languages and sold to over 40 territories

‣ Lots of adventures and discoveries

‣ Promotes values of friendship, curiosity, and imagination

MIA AND HER FRIENDS: FROM A TINY LITTLE WORLD 
TO BIG ADVENTURES!

Mia is a young mouse who lives in the depths of a large house with her Granny 
Mimi, her friends and neighbors. 

Inquisitive, daring and fearless, Mia gets excited by everything and anything: 
she wants to see, try and experience it all! And it’s understandable: she’s six-
years-old now - the ideal age to discover the amazing world around her.

© CYBER GROUP STUDIOS - SARDINE PRODUCTIONS. «MIA» IS A TRADEMARK OF KUTOKA INTERACTIVE INC. 
USED UNDER LICENSE BY SARDINE PRODUCTIONS INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/mia/


STATUS: COMPLETED //// CGI - 78x7’

Available Language 
English.

PRESCHOOL //// 

‣ It’s not a car... it’s a tuk tuk!

‣ Kids have fun with their favorite vehicles!

‣ A colorful series for preschoolers

TAKE A RIDE WITH RAJU THE RICKSHAW!

Funpur is an imaginative, wholesome and eco-friendly place, full of colors and 
fun. It is unique in its ‘Indian flair’ and universal in its appeal. 
 
Here we meet Raju, his friends Tina and Charlie, and the whole Funpur gang, 
a motles team of trucks, buses, bikes, and boys and girls. 
 
The lively characters of Funpur learn to take responsibility for their actions, 
help friends in need, work as a team, spell and have fun!

© ACCEL ANIMATION STUDIOS. DISTRIBUTION: CYBER GROUP STUDIOS.

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/raju-the-rickjaw/


STATUS: COMPLETED //// CGI - 52x13’

Available Languages 
English, Mandarin.

PRESCHOOL //// 

‣ Discovering the wonders of bakery in a unique way

‣ Whimsical and fun!

© ALL RIGHTS RESERVED BY CHANGZHOU DINOSAUR LAND CULTURE AND CREATIVITY CO., LTD. 

WHIP UP SOME FUN WITH ADAM IN HIS BAKERY!

Adam and his dinosaur friends live in a beautiful and colorful forest town of 
Shangri-la, and right in the middle of this town is the county’s most popular 
bakery; Adam’s Bakery. 

Adam started as the talented apprentice of Miranda, a master baker. After she 
leaves, Adam steps up to run the bakery with the always-sweet Candy Sisters. 
 
They create the most wonderful and magical treats: lollipops that cheer 
people up, jelly that makes you invisible, and even a gingersnap carousel that 
makes you time-travellingl!

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/adams-bakery/


STATUS: COMPLETED //// CGI - 78x7’

Available Languages 
English, Hindi.

PRESCHOOL //// 

‣ A multi-awarded and festival selected show

AN ENCHANTING SERIES FOR OUR YOUNGEST VIEWERS!

Patch Pillows is a delightful and charming pre-school series about a group 
of patchwork pillows that are stitched together with different fabrics, making 
them all mix and match!

Living in the colorful Patch Valley, the loveable characters spend their days 
searching for adventure and having endless amount of fun, all while teaching 
the audience about letters, numbers, shapes, and colors. 

© GDC AGOGO 2011. DISTRIBUTION : CYBER GROUP STUDIOS.

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/patch-pillows/


STATUS: COMPLETED //// 2D - 52x26’

Available Languages 
English, French, Czech.

PRESCHOOL //// 

WELCOME TO THE BELLFLOWERS!

© TF1/EURO-VISUAL/ TOONCAN PRODUCTIONS XIV INC./PROTECREA/TVA INTERNATIONAL IV INC/BANCO PRODUCTION/MELUSINE PRODUCTIONS. 

‣ A classic

‣ A gentle and funny series with strong family values

‣ Based on the books published in 14 countries

‣ Sold in +100 territories

At the foot of a beautiful green hill, far from the prying eyes of humans, lives 
an exceptional family of adorable rabbits: the Bellflower family!
 
Papa Branmble, Aunt Zinia and their five little bunnies Poppy, Violet, Mistletoe, 
Periwinkle and Dandelion are a close-knit and affectionate group who cherish 
family above all else.

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/bellflower-bunnies/


HAVE YOU REGISTERED TO ACCESS OUR SCREENING ROOM?

‣ Full episodes in HD
‣ Episodes available in English 
and other languages



BRIDGE



2D - 78x7’ 



STATUS: COMPLETED 

‣ 7 minutes of hilarious gags

‣ A series to cheer up the entire family

‣ Nutty animals with silly problems

GORDON IS A BULL...AND A COUNSELOR.

With the help of his friends; two seven-day old chick twins; he helps all the 
other animals around the barnyard by giving them advice to solve their 
everyday problems. Indeed, this thoughtful bull is good at sorting out any 
kind of misunderstanding that can happen around this, um..., unusual farm. 

With his imposing stature and innate talent at comforting people even in the 
trickiest situations, Gordon is looked up to by the wacky residents of this 
funny community for his wonderful wisdom. In fact, Gordon seems to be the 
only sane one here... or almost.

Available Languages 
French, English.

BRIDGE /////

© 2 MINUTES

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/bananimals/


CGI - 52x13’



STATUS: COMPLETED

‣ An animated series full of comedy, tenderness and energy

‣ Based on an internationally sold comic book

‣ By the producer of “The Triplets” and “Zoom the White Dolphin”

‣ Available: Original shorts dedicated to gestures against Covid-19 
to children in a fun way!

‣ Ernest & Rebecca, aired on TF1, ranks #3 in the top 25 children’s 
show in France

ATCHOO, ATCHOO, WHAT IS THIS VIRUS?!

Hi, I’m Rebecca! I’m six and a half and I live with my mom, my big sister 
Coralie, my dog Missile... and my best friend, Ernest! 
He’s not human, he’s better than that! He’s a virus! I caught him one rainy 
day when I was out looking for frogs and we’ve been together ever since. 
He’s really smart and has tons of crazy ideas to make every day… a huge 
adventure!

Since we met, Ernest has given up being a real microbe: now he wants to 
make the most of every minute we spend together and help me carry out all 
my projects, even the most «cuckoo crazy» ones. Ernest is always the best 
defense against bad moods. 

Between school and friends, life at my mom’s, all the stuff with my big sister 
and everything Ernest and I make up, we just don’t have the time to get bored! Available Languages 

French, English.

BRIDGE ////

© MEDIA VALLEY.

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/ernest-rebecca/


CGI - 78x7’



STATUS: COMPLETED

‣ Based on a book published worldwide: Italy, Germany, Taiwan, etc.

‣ Official nominee at Pulcinella Awards (Cartoon On The Bay)

‣ Selected at the SPP Seoul Festival

Available Languages 
English, French, Italian, Russian.

BRIDGE /////

© CYBER GROUP STUDIOS / SCRAWL STUDIOS.

A CONTEMPORARY SERIES ABOUT FRIENDSHIP 
PACKED WITH COMEDY! 

Mademoiselle Zazie is a series about friendship; that of Zazie and Max, two 
inseparable best friends, as well as that of their whole tribe: Pedro, Tariq, 
Cindy, and Abigail! They are all 7-year-olds who live by the beach and have 
tons of fun together. 

The whole bunch shares their games, private jokes, and daily adventures 
with us as they discover the world of grown-ups and try to understand it. 

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/mademoiselle-zazie/


STATUS: COMPLETED //// CGI - 52x11’

‣ A multi-awarded and festival selected program

‣ A strong realistic design based on the Yellowstone park

‣ Sold in +140 territories

Available Languages 
English, French, Arabic, Bahasa Melayu, Mandarin, Spanish Latin American.

BRIDGE /////

SHARE BELLY LAUGHS AND THRILLING ADVENTURES! 

Meet Wanji, Nunpa, Yamni and Topa, four wolf-cubs who live with their parents, 
Winyan and Wicasa, within a wolf pack on the plains of North America. 

Our four heroes learn to grow with their own kind, as well as with other species. 
Their friend Tatonka, a lone bison, invites them into a world unknown to 
wolves. They will have to learn how to live outside the family, in a sometimes 
hostile and unpredictable environment. 

© CYBER GROUP STUDIOS. 

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/tales-of-tatonka/


KIDS



2D CGI -  26x22’



STATUS: COMPLETED 

‣ One of the greatest children novels of all time

‣ A series full of adventures, humor and friendship

‣ Timeless and cross-generational stories

‣ New iconic characters

Mark Twain’s The Adventures of Tom Sawyer is a treasure of classic 
American literature.

Tom Sawyer is a child’s fantasy: free, bold, curious and courageous; every 
Tom Sawyer story exudes adventure! Tom also teaches kids to think for 
themselves and ultimately helps them grow up.

Seriously, what child wouldn’t dream of going on a treasure hunt with 
Huckleberry Finn? 

Available Languages 
English, French, Italian, German, Portuguese.

FREEDOM, FRIENDSHIP AND WILD ADVENTURES!

KIDS ///// 

© CYBER GROUP STUDIOS – HR – HESSISCHER RUNDFUNK- PVP ANIMATION IV INC. 

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/tom-sawyer/


CGI - 52x11’ or 26x22’



STATUS: COMPLETED

‣ A funny and tender duo; a kids-first sitcom

‣ A unique animation choice: 2D for the magical realm and CGI 
for real life

‣ 26x2’ shorts available

When Sadie acquires an ancient magician’s hat, she finds that it comes with 
a tenant: enter Gilbert, magical bunny and assistant to the most famous 
wizards throughout history!

But Sadie is a teenage girl and Gilbert is an old grouch, so it’s not exactly 
love at first sight. Still, it soon becomes clear to Gilbert that this magician-in-
training is the real deal; if only Sadie would concentrate on learning the rules 
of magic instead of using it as a shortcut for all sorts of pointless teenage 
shenanigans! Gilbert always has to go along with her crazy schemes... and 
occasionally has to admit that he enjoys it!

Hey, if you’d been stuck in a hat for 700 years, you’d want to let loose a little too! 
Available Languages 
English, French, Arabic, Hebrew, Hungarian, Polish.

THE OLDEST RULE IN MAGIC IS THAT THERE IS ALWAYS A CATCH!

KIDS /////

© BROWN BAG FILMS - CYBER GROUP STUDIOS

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/sadie-sparks/


CGI - 26x22’



STATUS: COMPLETED

‣ An evergreen worldwide classic!

‣ A great action-comedy series

‣ A saga of epic adventures

‣ Video games

Available Languages 
English, French, Danish, German, Hungarian, Italian, Norwegian, Polish, 
Spanish Latin American, Swedish.

KIDS & FAMILY /////

AN EXTRAORDINARY HERO ON A QUEST FOR JUSTICE!

It is the birth of the famous masked hero. 

The Chronicles go back to basics as they focus on the original Zorro’s qualities, 
taking you on a whirlwind trip of endless entertainment. With the bad guys’ 
plots and Zorro’s cunning tricks and jokes, not to mention spectacular fights, 
the adventure never stops!
 
With Ines, his twin sister, and Bernardo, his faithful friend, Zorro returns to 
save us when we need him most.

© CYBER GROUP STUDIOS – ZORRO PRODUCTIONS INC. 

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/zorro-the-chronicles/


2D CGI - 104x11’



STATUS: COMPLETED

‣ Based on the best-selling video game distributed by Square Enix 
(over 1 million units sold)

‣ The perfect mix between action and comedy

‣ Official nominee at Pulcinella Awards (Cartoon 
On The Bay), SICAF (South Korea), Shanghai TV 
Festival

‣ Top ratings on TF1

‣ 2 seasons available
Available Languages 
English, French, Brazilian, Hindi, Mandarin, Polish, Spanish Latin American, 
Tamoul.

KIDS /////

EPIC STORIES WITH A TWIST OF NINJA HUMOR!

Want to know the secret to becoming a great ninja? Watch MINI NINJAS!

Mini Ninjas in an adventure-comedy series with a cinematic sensibility and 
cool cast of fallible yet lovable characters.

Hiro, Suzume, Futo, Kunochi, Shun, Tora are the next generation of ninjas. 
Their mission: defend the Land Below The Clouds from the warlord Ashida, 
whose Kuji wizardry transforms innocent animals into fearsome (but 
fortunately dumb) samurais. Stopping Ashida is no easy task for 12-year-olds!

© TF1 PRODUCTION – CYBER GROUP STUDIOS – ENANIMATION - RTBF (OUFTIVI)

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/mini-ninjas/


STATUS: COMPLETED //// CGI - 52x11’

‣ Strong messages of tolerance conveyed with fun and comedy

‣ Inventive and comedy driven scenarios

‣ Based on the best-seller by Jonny Duddle, winner of the United Kingdom 
2012 Waterstones Children’s Book prize

Available Languages 
English, French, Brazilian, Italian, Norwegian, Spanish Latin American, 
Swedish.

KIDS /////

HOLD ON TO YOUR HATS! PIRATES IN SIGHT!

Ah-haaar! At Dull-on-Sea the (far too) quiet life is suddenly turned upside 
down by the arrival of… a family of pirates!
 
For Matilda, the arrival of these new neighbors is a dream come true. With 
Jim Lad, the Jolley-Rogers’ son, there’s no chance of getting bored. Despite 
(or thanks to) their differences, an unshakeable bond is formed between Jim 
and Matilda.
  
Best friends and comrades, they get into all sorts of trouble, shattering the 
calm of their tiny town, blowing the conventions of its stiff residents and 
turning every day into a new adventure.

© CYBER GROUP STUDIOS. 

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/the-pirates-next-door/


STATUS: COMPLETED //// 2D - 52x11’

‣ Have fun with this bold investigator and her funny adventurer sidekick

‣ A lively and funny duo interacting with people from all over the world

‣ A great opportunity to discover and travel the globe

Available Languages 
English, French, Brazilian, German, Spanish Latin American.

KIDS /////

DISCOVER THE FIRST TRAVELLING DETECTIVE COMEDY!

Mirette is a ten-year-old with a passion for investigation: disappearances, thefts, 
clues, suspects, culprits, high-speed chases, arrests...she loves it all! In the course 
of her various investigations, she’s assisted by Jean-Pat, her « catssistant », a 
lazy but extremely efficient ginger tomcat who just wants to eat. 

The show is packed with humor, Mirette and Jean-pat argue endlessly and 
spar with clever one-liners. The series’ comedy stems from their relationship 
as much as from the situations they wind up in. 

And, last but not least, there are the greatest cities in the world, from London 
to Paris to New York and Cairo. Explore the world with our dynamic duo!

© CYBER GROUP STUDIOS - ARD/WDR - KD PRODUCTIONS TOONS&GAMES - TELEVISIÓ DE CATALUNYA, SA 

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/mirette-investigates/


STATUS: COMPLETED //// CGI - 10x26’ & 5x50’

‣ A new way of learning history of WW2 through the eyes of kids

‣ By the producers of “The Triplets of Belleville”, “Kirikou” and “Ernest and 
Celestine”

Available Languages 
English, French, Brazilian, Danish, German, Spanish Latin American.

KIDS & FAMILY /////

ADVENTURES, LAUGHTER, POETRY AND EMOTION 
IN A POIGNANT DEPICTION OF WORLD WAR II

«The Long Long Holiday » recounts the daily life of a brother and sister who 
are left by their parents at their grandparents’ house near the Normandy 
coast for a few weeks at the beginning of World War II. As the war rumbles 
on, those weeks become five years. 

This series sheds new light on a unique historic event; an epic war, patriotic 
actions, etc.; all viewed through the eyes of two young city children who 
know nothing of life in the country. 

Despite the war, they will experience wonderful adventures while exploring 
nature, making new friends, and even hanging out with farm animals.

© LES ARMATEURS / BLUE SPIRIT STUDIO.

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/long-long-holiday/


STATUS: COMPLETED //// CGI - 40x24’

‣ A multi-awarded winning and festival selected program

‣ Sold in +150 territories

‣ Based on the internationally acclaimed, best-selling children’s book 
by Graeme Base

Available Languages 
English, French, Arabic, Brazilian, Italian, Spanish Latin American.

KIDS /////

WELCOME TO A WORLD WHERE ANIMALS RULE!

Join Zoe and Alex on a thrilling adventure as they are swept from their local 
library into Animalia - a unique world of talking animals!

All is not right in the peaceful kingdom; Zoe and Alex’s arrival coincides with 
a series of unusual events undermining the very heart of Animalia, called 
the Core. 

Zoe and Alex, together with their new friends, use their wits and imagination 
to solve the mystery of what’s going wrong in Animalia and bring harmony 
back to the land. 

© ANIMALIA PRODUCTIONS PFTC / PRODUCED BY ANIMALIA PRODUCTIONS PTY LTD. 

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/animalia/


STATUS: COMPLETED //// 2D - 78x7’

‣ A fast-paced and crazy comedy full of twists

‣ Official selection of Korean festival SICAF

‣ Nominated at Annecy Animation Film Festival – Montreuil Children’s Book 
Fair – France

Available Languages 
French, English.

KIDS & FAMILY /////

HAVE FUN IN A HOUSE WITH THE KOOKIEST BUNCH OF FRIENDS!

Nina Patalo is a curious and playful girl with an overactive imagination. 

Naturally, she loves living with her unusual best friends: Andy, the punchy duck, 
also known as Quack Quack; Walter the caveman and only adult on the team; 
and Patalo, a Polymorpho who can change himself in anything ending in «o»!

This bizarre bunch of friends will take you on the craziest of adventures!

© JSBC - CGS - CARIBARA ANNECY - YB. 

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/nina-patalo/


STATUS: COMPLETED //// 2D - 78x7’

‣ A great mix of action and comedy

‣ Official selection of Korean festival SICAF

‣ Nominated at Cartoon on The Bay – Italy / Anifest – Czech Republic / 
Montreuil Children’s Book Fair – France

KIDS & FAMILY /////

WELCOME TO FUNNY BUSINESS ON ICE!

Grenadine is a little Inuit girl who is curious, energetic, and always up for 
mischief. She loves all kinds of adventure: dangerous missions, elaborate 
investigations, and covert operations. By her side is her friend Peppermint, a 
usually placid penguin, who thinks she has the right stuff to make a superhero. 

Although he’s a LOT more laid back than Grenadine, Peppermint always agrees 
to play the adventure-sidekick role so he can make his best friend happy. 

© PATOON-ANIMATION - TF1 - FABRIQUE D’IMAGES - CYBER GROUP STUDIOS. 

Available Languages 
French, English.

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/grenadine-peppermint/


STATUS: COMPLETED //// 2D - 26x26’KIDS & FAMILY /////

Stellina, a 10-year-old orphan, lives and travels with the Panagulis Circus, 
which doubles as her adoptive family!

Supported by her clown and illusionist friends, Stellina dreams of becoming 
an acrobat. Following a performance where things go wrong, social services 
decide to place Stellina in an orphanage.

Stellina resists the rigid rules of the institution and escapes to take refuge in 
Rome, but there’s danger and adventure around every corner when you’re a 
10-year-old lost and alone in a big city like Rome!

Follow along with Stellina as she chases her destiny— the little rebel in search 
of a real family... 

‣ A drama full of adventure and fun

‣ A young girl full of strength to follow in the quest of her dreams 

Available Languages 
French, English.

EMBARK ON THE JOURNEY OF A COURAGEOUS YOUNG GIRL!

https://www.cybergroupstudios.com/screening-room/stellina/
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